Press Release

Reading/PA, May 29, 2018

Brenntag North America and Brenntag Latin America
announce support for Water For People

Brenntag North America and Brenntag Latin America are pleased to announce
support for the charitable organization Water For People, promoting the
development of high-quality drinking water and sanitation services across the
globe.
Brenntag is committed to sustainability, long-term development, and support for
the communities the company works in, understanding there are still significant
needs in Latin America for access to sustainable long-term solutions for safe
water.
Markus Klaehn, President & CEO Brenntag North America: “Clean water is one
of the essential needs of our growing, global population. At Brenntag, we are
committed to contributing our share to the solution through our dedicated
industry experts who provide a variety of products and services into the water
treatment industry, as well as through support of an organization like Water For
People.”
Working under the tagline “Everyone Forever”, Water For People is a global and
respected water and sanitation organization leading the way in creating
sustainable solutions to this global challenge.
“We are very excited to welcome Brenntag support of Water For People. On
behalf of our global team and the growing number of communities we are
working within our nine countries, we thank Brenntag for choosing to support
Water For People. I look forward to seeing what we achieve together,” said
Eleanor Allen, CEO of Water For People.
Learn more about Brenntag’s global sustainability activities and social
commitment: www.brenntag.com/sustainability
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About Brenntag:
Brenntag, the global market leader in chemical distribution, covers all major
markets with its extensive product and service portfolio. Headquartered in
Essen, Germany, the company operates a global network with more than
530 locations in 74 countries. In 2017, the company, which has a global
workforce of more than 15,000 employees, generated sales of EUR 11.7 billion
(USD 13.3 billion). Brenntag connects chemical manufacturers and chemical
users. The company supports its customers and suppliers with tailor-made
distribution solutions for industrial and specialty chemicals. With over 10,000
products and a world-class supplier base, Brenntag offers one-stop-shop
solutions to around 185,000 customers. This includes specific application
technology, an extensive technical support and value-added services such as
just-in-time delivery, product mixing, formulation, repackaging, inventory
management and drum return handling. Long-standing experience and local
excellence in the individual countries characterize the global market leader for
chemical distribution.
About Water For People:
Water For People is a global nonprofit that exists to promote the development of
high-quality drinking water accessible to all. Currently working in nine countries
around the world and Headquartered in Denver, CO, Water For people is
dedicated to sustaining strong communities, businesses and governments.
For more information on Water for People, please visit
https://www.waterforpeople.org/
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